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That Thing You Do! is a American music comedy film starring, written and directed by Tom Hanks in his directorial
debut. It tells the story of the rise and fall of a fictional s one-hit wonder pop.

The CD artwork is a replica of the fictional Play-Tone label used in the movie, and the liner notes are done in
a mockumentary style, as if the Wonders had been a real group and the events of the film had actually
happened. As they await for the nationally televised presentation of the group, former drummer Chad wonders
about how many viewers would be watching and Guy's father answers asking him how many people saw the
Beatles at The Ed Sullivan Show. That carousel ride with the Chantrellines? And his last name actually was
Player, because he was a player, dude! The father Sam Louwyck , a slender, surly German, roars his eldest
daughter, year-old Gelsomina first-time actress Maria Alexandra Lungu , out of bed at daybreak to help him
transport the hives to whichever nearby field is in flower. Colin Hanks , Hanks' son, appears as a page at the
City of Broadcasting. The song "That Thing You Do" is portrayed as a ballad that was sped up and became a
hit; the Beatles' "Please Please Me" started as a ballad, was sped up, and became the group's first No. When
Guy and Tina meet after she arrives at Villapiano's for the group's paying gig, the owner of the restaurant
mockingly refers to Guy as 'Ringo' and tells him that the group should have started their performing 'five
minutes ago'. The film stays with you like a stowaway, hunkering down in the hold of your mind. Hanks later
used the success of That Thing You Do! The Wonders are also seen playing the song "Little Wild One. Marc
McClure appears as the Hollywood Showcase director. The song has since been recorded by The Knack and
Bubblegum Lemonade. Total player. During his appearance on Inside the Actors Studio , Hanks said he told
the studio, "I'm a big honkin' star and you have to let me do what I want to do," to which the studio replied,
"You're absolutely right. So much is encompassed by its seemingly modest reach: the slow onset of adulthood,
but also the fading of the old ways, and the faintly jarring note of incomers such as Gelsomina and her family
being their last and keenest practitioners. Life is hard but honourable. The afternoons are taken up by loading
honeycombs into a clattering centrifuge, and monitoring the thick, golden liquid as it folds and drizzles into a
waiting bucket. According to Tom Hanks, the film grew out of the idea of the Beatles' breakthrough after Pete
Best's firing. The old ways are dying out. Of the four, only Zahn and Embry had any prior experience of
playing their assigned instruments. A similar incident happened to Cynthia Lennon , John Lennon's first wife.
Faye is mistaken for a fan and is prevented by the police from following the band. Both bands lost their
original bass player and replaced their original drummer in the Beatles' case, Stuart Sutcliffe and Pete Best ,
respectively. His role is slightly expanded in the extended edition DVD. During a trip to the beach with her
father and sisters, Gelsomina stumbles on the filming of a travel-cum-talent show searching for the Most
Traditional Family in the region. The mother Alba Rohrwacher is already up, tending to daughters two, three
and four and vegetable plots one through eight. Soundtrack[ edit ] The soundtrack album released under the
Play-Tone name in conjunction with Epic Records was also a hit, peaking at 21 on the Billboard albums chart.
Related to. In the movie, The Wonders rise to brief stardom on the strength of " That Thing You Do ", a song
written as a wistful ballad but which becomes an uptempo rocker during the band's first performance at a
talent show. Chris Isaak appears as Uncle Bob, who produces the band's first recording. On the swollen
hillsides of Umbria, a family is scratching out a life keeping bees by the traditional method. He can be seen
escorting Faye Liv Tyler from her car to her seat in the studio audience. His actual last name was "Metrovich".
They eventually honed their performance to the point where extras on the set thought they were actually
playing the songs, when in reality they were miming along to recordings by professional musicians. Gedde
Watanabe appears as a Play-tone photographer. This is a joke based on the perception that bass players are
often unknown and unappreciated. The scene where The Wonders are miming the instrumental tune "Shrimp
Shack" during the filming of a beach party film titled Weekend at Party Pier is an overt reference to the scene
in Pajama Party wherein The Nooney Rickett 4 play the instrumental Beach Ball. Written and composed for
the film by Adam Schlesinger, bassist for Fountains of Wayne and Ivy and released on the film's soundtrack,
the song became a genuine hit for The Wonders in the song peaked at 41 on the Billboard Hot , 22 on the
Adult Contemporary charts, 18 on the Adult Top 40 , and 24 on the Top 40 Mainstream charts. The tour and
TV appearance are done in the authentic style of rock bands of the mids, including Go-Go girls , elaborate
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sharing of microphones, and formal clothing in various matching colors. Having revisited the film last week, I
can say that in the past 12 months my love for it has only deepened, and the very particular spell it weaves has
become even headier and more beguiling. Rohrwacher shot the film not on digital cameras, but Super film
stock: a dying way of seeing dying things, though everything it captures seems to flare and crackle with life.


